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Let G be an n-dimensional geometric lattice with a topology. Assume that each 
level set G, of j-flats is open. As compatibility conditions we postulate the con- 
tinuity of joining with points and of meeting with hyperplanes. Assuming further a 
“stability” axiom, a theory of these “Topological n-spaces” is developed. This is 
offered as a solution to Birkhoffs Problem 88. :i;l 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
a. In [2, p. 2531, Birkhoff poses “Problem 88: Describe geometric 
lattices having a locally Euclidean extrinsic topology, in which the elements 
of given height form a connected set.” 
In a footnote, Birkhoff adds: “See [20, 111. For the modular 
Desarguesian case, use [13].” We recall: 
In 1941, Wilcox [20] investigated weakly modular geometric lattices 
( =: Hilbert lattices: [3]) whose point set carries a metric such that the 
point sets of flats are closed, and the strong metric-geometric axiom III 
holds. In 1956 these investigations were carried further by Curtis [6]. It is 
not known whether axiom III may be replaced by a purely topological 
condition. 
Reference [ 111 contains, except some indications in the introduction and 
the announcement of [12], no topological considerations. In 1940, Haupt, 
Nobeling, and Pauc [12], considered geometric lattices (formulated in 
terms of dependence) whose point set has a topology such that the point 
sets of flats are closed. 
In 1932, Kolmogoroff [13] already had sketched a notion “topological 
projective 3-space.” He had postulated a topology not only on the point 
set, but also on the line set, and on the plane set. As compatibility con- 
ditions he had required the continuity of the geometric functions: “The line 
passing through two points is a continuous function of these points (if 
these points do not coincide) etc.” The idea of requiring a topology on each 
layer Pi of j-flats (in a projective n-space P) is supported by the fact that, 
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over the reals, Pj is in a natural way a compact (n -j) . (j + 1 Emanifold 
([4, Chap. 6, Proposition 8)). This idea turned out to be very fruitful, 
allowing strong results. 
Twenty years later, Wyler [I21 1, Skornyakov [ 193, Salzmann [ 171, and 
Freudenthal [S] coined the notion topological projective plane, indepen- 
dently of each other. 
In 1966, Gemignani [9] investigated Hilbert lattices whose point set 
carries a topology such that the point sets of flats are closed, and 8 further 
axioms hold. Some of them require, roughly speaking, that lines behave 
topologically like lines in real afline n-space. 
In 1967, in order to cover also the real hyperbolic plane, Salzmann [ 181 
created the notion topological plane: He weakened “projective plane” to 
“plane,” which may be translated to “2-dimensional geometric lattice.” On 
the other hand, he added a further compatibility axiom (S) (called 
“stability” by Lowen [14]). This axiom, which automatically holds in 
topological projective planes, prevents truncated real afline 3-space (planes 
deleted) from being a topological plane. 
In 1968, Misfeld [ 163 carried out Kolmogoroff s program. His precise 
definition of a topological projective space did not require all geometric 
functions to be continuous, but only: (C v ) joining of a j-flat with a point 
not on it, and its dual (C A ). 
In 1981, Betten [l] developed the notion topological space geometry. 
This may be translated to be a weakly modular topological 3-space (see 
below) with lines homeomorphic to the reals, satisfying 10 additional con- 
ditions. 
b. In the underlying paper, we define a topological n-space G by (1) 
replacing in the definition of topological projective space “projective n- 
space” by the much weaker “n-dimensional geometric lattice,” and (2) 
adding an n-dimensional generalization of the stability axiom for 
topological planes. 
We then show in Section 3 that topological n-spaces are a common 
generalization of topological planes and topological projective planes. 
In Section 4, we succeed in building up a large net of propositions, using 
stability in most proofs. For example, point sets of flats are closed, and G 
is Hausdorff. All geometric join functions i VT are continuous. For the 
remaining geomatric functions ‘~jk we are only able to show this for 
k =j - 1. The topology of G is already uniquely determined by the 
topology of any layer Gj, in particular by the topology of the point space. 
In Section 5 we add the assumption that each line contains 2 3 points. 
Then any two j-flats are locally homeomorphic, and the point space is 
locally homeomorphic to the nth power of a line. If G is not discrete, then 
for each open point set Sz, the subgeometry G(Q) induced on Q is a 
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topological n-space again. In particular, taking G = P to be a topological 
projective n-space, we get plenty of examples for our theory. 
In [lo] we show that for n > 3 essentially every topological n-space is 
isomorphic to such a P(Q). Most propositions of Sections 3-5 will be used 
in the proof for this. No additional assumptions on the topology of the Gj 
(such as “connected” or “locally euclidean,” as proposed by Birkhoff [Z, 
Problem 881) are needed here or in [lo]. In fact, only the most elementary 
notions of point set topology are used. 
Finally, we add that requiring G to be a topological lattice, i.e., requiring 
the continuity of the (full) functions v and A (rather than of only the 
“slices” Ov$+l and ‘-‘A/-~) would leave only trivial topologies. This will 
be published elsewhere. 
2. ON GEOMETRIC LATTICES 
Let G be a geometric lattice (see Birkhoff [Z, Chap. IV, or Crapo-Rota 
51). For x E G, we define the dimension of xdenoted by dim x-to be the 
length of a maximal chain from the smallest element 0 to x, minus 2. The 
dimension of G is defined by dim G:= dim 1, where 1 is the largest element. 
An element of dimension k will also be called a k-flat. The elements of 
dimension 0, 1, 2, n - 2, n - 1 are called points, lines, planes, colines, hyper- 
planes (or copoints). 
For x E G, G,:= [0, x] and G”:= [x, l] are again geometric lattices. If 
M is a set of points, the subgeometry G(M) induced on M is the set of flats 
of G for which A4 contains a spanning set, with the order inherited from G. 
According to [S, Proposition 4.11, G(M) is again a geometric lattice. 
We write x G y if y is an upper neighbor of x. We will often use without 
mentioning the dimension inequality, 
dimx A y+dimx v y<dimx+dimy. 
If equality holds, x and y are called a modular pair, denoted by xMy. This 
is equivalent to t v (x A y) = (t v x) A y for all t < y. We call x and y skew 
(denoted by xCy) if in addition x A y = 0. G is called weakly modular [ 151 
(or locally projective) iff GP is modular for each point p. 
For Theorem 4.16, 4.2, and 4.17.b we need the following two statements: 
2.1. For any two flats x, y there exists a flat w < x such that 
wvy=xvyandwisskewtoy. 
Proof If x< y, take w  =O. Otherwise, we may choose inductively a 
sequence pI,...,pr of points <x such that y<p, v y< ... <pI v ... v 
p1 v y=x v y. Then w:=p, v ... v pI is as stated. 1 
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2.2. COROLLARY. Each flat y has a skew complement w. 
ProojI Put x = 1 in 2.1. 1 
For 5.1 and 3.2 we need 
2.3. Assume that each line contains 33 points. Let x be a k-flat. 
Then 
a. x has 2 3 upper neighbors, provided k d n - 2. 
b. Zf x is incomparable with y,, y,, then there exists a hyperplane 
h 2 x containing neither y, nor y2. 
ProoJ a. Let y be a skew complement of x (Corollary 2.2). Choose a 
line 1 <y. Since 1 contains 3 points pi, x v pi are 3 upper neighbors of x. 
b. (Induction on d:= n - k. ) The statement is trivial for d = 1. Assume 
it has been proved for d = n -k, and let y be a (k - 1)-flat incomparable 
with y,, y,. By a, x has 23 upper neighbors, at most two of which are 
comparable with y, or y2. Hence at least one x* + x is incomparable with 
y,, y,. By induction hypothesis there exists h > x* > x with h 2 yi. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let y,, yz be incomparable, both not points. Then there 
exists a hyperplane h 2 y; with y, A h # y, A h. 
Proof: Let pi d yi be a point not contained in yj. Since yi is not a point, 
we may apply 2.3.b to x:=p, VP,. 1 
3. TOPOLOGICAL n-SPACES 
DEFINITION [ 161. A topological projective space is a finite dimensional 
projective space P, where for each j the set Pj of j-flats has a topology, not 
the coarsest, such that: 
(C v ) Joining a point with a j-flat is continuous. 
(C A ) Meeting a hyperplane with a j-flat resulting in a (j- 1)-flat, is 
continuous. 
DEFINITION. A topological n-space is an n-dimensional geometric lat- 
tice G, where for each j the set Gj of j-flats has a topology such that (C v ), 
(C A ), and (S) hold: 
(S) Each hyperplane h and j-flat x with j 2 1 meeting in a (j- 1)-flat, 
have neighborhoods with the same properties. 
Remarks. 1. Precisification. (C v ) means: The restriction O v I+ ’ of 
v to GO x Gj\ { (p, x) )p < x} is continuous. (CA ) means the same [or the 
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restriction ‘- ’ A {- i of A to {(h,y)~G,-, xG,Jh r\y <y}. (S) says that 
this set is open in G,- i x G,. 
2. Topological 2-spaces correspond exactly to topological planes [ 181. 
More precisely, a topological 2-space arises from a topological plane by 
adding 0 and 1, thus completing it to a lattice, and vice versa. We shall not 
distinguish between these two notions. 
3. Topological l-spaces correspond exactly to topological spaces 
which are Hausdorff (by (S)). 
DEFINITION. By the topology of G we mean the topology of the free 
union (see, e.g., [7, VI.61) of the Gi. 
This definition allows us to speak of one topology only. We may thus 
conveniently topologize subsets of G (like G,, G”, G(M)). Note that each 
Gj is open and closed in G. 
An isomorphism from a topological n,-space G onto a topological n2- 
space H is a lattice isomorphism f: G -+ H which is simultaneously a 
homeomorphism.-Clearly, n, = n2. 
Notations. iv f := restriction of v to {(x, y) E Gi x G, 1 x v y E Gk}, 
A vkB:=(A v B)nGk for A, B&G, ‘~jk and A A kB are defined 
analogously, ACk’:= 
A:= A’O’. 
{x E G,IThere exists a E A comparable to x>, and 
We now show that “topological n-space” is also a generalization of 
“topological projective space”: 
3.1. Let P be a topological projective space. Let y be a j-flat. Then 
Y (k’ is closed in Pk for all k <j. 
Proof: According to [ 16, 3.41, 9 is closed. The complement C of yck’ is 
(Pop) 0 v ~plPk-l. Since o v E-i is an open function [ 16, 2.71, C is 
open. 1 
3.2. In a topological projective space P, each Pi is Hausdorff: 
Proof. For j = 0 this is a consequence of [ 16, Satz 41. We show that “Pj 
Hausdorff’ implies “Pj + i Hausdorff’: Let y, #y, be two (j+ 1)-flats. By 
Corollary 2.4 there exists a hyperplane h such that h A yi =: xi are two dif- 
ferent j-flats. These, by assumption, have disjoint nbds. Vi. By (C A ) there 
exists an nbd. Wi of yi with h A,- i Wi s vi. By 3.1 we may assume that no 
flat in Wi is contained in h. Hence the h A jp i Wj = h A W, are disjoint. 
Therefore W, n W, = 0. 1 
3.3. THEOREM. Each topological projective space P is a topological n- 
space. Here n is the dimension of P. 
582a/42/1-8 
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ProofI We must show (S). In a projective space, this is equivalent to: 
For each j > 1, the set Yj:= ((x, h) 1 x j-flat, h hyperplane, x < h} is closed 
in P,xP,-,. 
Let (x,, h,) be a generalized sequence (or net: see, e.g., [7, X1.21) in 9, 
converging to (x, h). We must show x d h. Since each line contains at least 
3 points, there exists a point p 4 x, p 51 h. By 3.1 and by duality, the set of 
hyperplanes through p is closed. Therefore we eventually have p sl h,, and 
thus p<x,. Hence xVvp=:yy and xvp=:y are (j+l)-flats. (Cv) 
implies y, + y. Since y 4 h, we have that y A h =: z is a j-flat. (CA ) implies 
x, =yy A h, + z. But also x, +x. Hence 3.2 implies x = Z. Therefore 
x<h. 1 
4. PROPERTIES 
Throughout this section, we are given an arbitrary topological n-space G 
with n > 2. 
4.1. Flats are closed, i.e., for each x the set i of points below x is a 
closed subset of GO. 
ProoJ Since R = i, n . . . n R, for certain hyperplanes hi (see, e.g., [S, 
Proposition 2.10 and p. 2.61) it suffices to show the statement for 
x = h = hyperplane. Let p be a point outside h. Then for each coline y Q h 
the hyperplanes h and z:=y v p meet in y. Hence by (S) there exists a 
nbd. V of z not containing h. By (C v ) there exists an nbd. U,, of p satisfy- 
ing U,, v n- i y E V. Hence UV n R c j. Now it is easy to see that there exist 
colines yi Q h satisfying y, A . . . A y, = 0. Therefore U:= U,,, n . . . n U,, 
satisfies U n h” = 0. 1 
4.2. The point space GO is Hausdorff: 
Proof: Let p1 #pz be points. By Corollary 2.2 there exists a coline y 
skew to p1 v p2. Therefore hi:=pi v y are different hyperplanes meeting in 
y. Hence by (S) there exist disjoint nbds. Vi of h,. By (C v ) there exist 
nbds. Ui of pi satisfying Ui v n-l y c Vi. Hence U, n U, ~9. By 4.1, 
UT := U,\j is an nbd. of pi again. We have U: n UT = 0. 1 
4.3. LEMMA. Let x be a j-flat. Let V be an open subset of J (set of upper 
neighbors of x). Then f\% is an open point set. 
Proof: Let p E fia. Because of (C v ) there exists a nbd. U of p such 
that U v j+’ x E V. Because of 4.1 we may assume U n 2 = 0. Hence 
U vj+lx=Uvx, and therefore UEQ\Z. m 
For [lo, 4.43 we need 
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4.4. COROLLARY. Cylinders over open sets are open. I.e.: Let h be a 
hyperplane, A4 open in h, p a point outside h. Then M?\{p} is an open 
point set. 
Proof. (S) and (C A ) imply that M v p is an open subset of p. Apply 
Lemma 4.3. 1 
4.5. For each j-flat x and k 2 j, the set xck) of k-flats through x is 
closed (in Gk). 
Proof. We first show the statement for x =p = point, by induction on 
k: p(O) = {p} is closed by 4.1. Assume that pck’ has been shown to be closed, 
and let ZEGk+i\p (k+‘) There exists a hyperplane h through p meeting z in . 
a k-flat y. since Gk\p (k) is a nbd. of y, by (S) and (CA ) there exists a 
nbd. V of z whose elements meet h in k-flats not containing p. Hence pck + ” 
is closed. 
Let now x be arbitrary. Since G is a point lattice, there exist points 
p1 ,..., pI whose join is x. Clearly xfk’ =pik) n . . . npLk). Thus xck) is an inter- 
section of closed sets. 1 
4.6. For each open set VE G,, and arbitrary k, the set Vtk’ of k-flats 
comparable to some flat in V, is open. 
Proof: It suffices to show that a. V(j+ ‘) and b. V”- ‘) are open. a. Let 
z + y E V. There exists a hyperplane h satisfying z A h = y. By (S) and 
(CA ) there exists a nbd. Z of z such that each z’ E Z meets h in a j-flat 
y’ E V. Hence Z s V’j+ ’ ). b. Let x Q y E V. Choose a point p <y not on x. 
By 4.5 and (C v ) there exists an nbd. X of x satisfying X v p c V. Hence, 
XE v(j-1). 1 
For 4.20.a, [ 10, 3.11, and [ 10, 4.41 we need 
4.7. LEMMA. Two flats x, y with x A y Q x have nbds. V respectively W 
satisfying: Zf X'E v, y’ E W and dim x’ v y’ = dim x v y, then 
dim x’ A y’ = dim x A y. 
Proof. Abbreviate dim x =: j, dim y =: k. Since G is geometric, there 
exists a hyperplane h > y not containing x. By (S) there exist nbds. V of x 
and H of h such that each x’ E V meets each h’ E H in a (j - 1)-flat. By 4.6 
the set W:= Hck’ is open. V and W are as desired: Let x’ E V, y’ E W. Then 
there exists h’ E H’ with y’ < h’, and u’:= x’ A h’ is a (j - 1 )-flat. If 
dim x’ v y’ = k-t 1, then U’ < y’: Otherwise x’ v y’ > U’ v y’ > y’, implying 
dimx’ v y’Bk+2. m 
We next need the following special case of 4.12: 
4.8. If aflat x does not contain a point p, then there exist nbds. V of 
x and U of p satisfying: No x’ E V contains a point p’ E U. 
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Proof We first prove the special case where x= h is a hyperplane: 
Choose a point q < h. According to 4.2 there exist disjoint nbds. U1 of p 
and U, of q. By (S) and (CA ) there exist nbds. W of l:=p v q and V of h 
such that for all 1’ E W and h’ E V we have I’ A h’ E Uz. According to 
Lemma 4.3 the set pq\{q} consisting of all points fq on those lines of W 
which pass through q, is open. Now U:= U, n ( tiq\{q}) and V are nbds. 
as stated. 
Let now x be arbitrary. Choose a hyperplane h through x not containing 
p. Let U respectively V be nbds. of p respectively h as guaranteed in the 
preceding paragraph. Then U and V(dimX) are nbds. (by 4.6) as desired. 1 
For Corollary 4.10 and Theorem 4.12 we need the following special case 
of Theorem 4.16: 
4.9. COROLLARY. ,,vi j+ ’ is an open function for all j. 
Proof By 4.8, {U x V 1 U c G, open, V s Gj open; p’ $ x’ for all p’ E U, 
x’ E V} is a basis for the topology of the domain of 0 vi+ l. Hence it suffices 
to show that the images of these sets are open. Now 
u V/+l y=,p+fln v(i+O. According to 4.6 this is an open set. 9 
We are now able to prove the counterpart of 4.5: 
4.10. COROLLARY. For each j-flat x and k <j, the set xCk’ of k-flats con- 
tained in x is closed. 
Proof: The set Gk\xck’ equals (G,,\.-Z) v k Gk-, , which by 4.1 and 
Corollary 4.9 are open. 1 
4.11. COROLLARY. The set of independent k-tuples of points pl,...,pk is 
open in G$. 
Proof. By induction on k: The statement is trivial for k = 1. Assume it is 
true for k, and let { p1 ,..., pk, pk+ 1 } be independent. By 4.8 there exist 
nbds. Vofx:=p, v ... vpkand Uk+rofpk+r suchthatnopointof U,,, 
lies on a flat in I/. By induction hypothesis and by (C v ) there exist 
nbds. Ui of pi satisfying U, v . .. v Uk S V. Clearly, U, x ... x Uk x U, + , 
is a nbd. of (pl ,..., pk, pk+ r) as desired. [ 
4.12. THEOREM. Any two flats x, y have nbds. V respectively W such that 
for all x’ E V, y’ E W we have dim x’ v y’ B dim x v y. 
ProoJ Choose a basis IpI,..., pi} for x. Extend it to a basis for x v y, 
using points pi+ 1 ,..., pi in y. Extend {pi+ I ,..., p,} to a basis {pi+ ,,..., pj, 
pi+, ,..., pk) for y. Choose nbds. U1 ,..., Ui ,..., U, of p1 ,..., pi ,..., pj according 
to Corollary 4.11. Likewise, choose nbds. Ui*, 1 ,..., UF ,..., U,* of 
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pi+1,..*, pi,..., Pk. Then by Corollary 4.9, V:= U1 v .*. v Ui and 
W=(Ui+lniJi*,,)v ..* v(UjnUF)v ... v iJ,* are nbds. of x respec- 
tively y as stated. 1 
The preceding theorem may be viewed as a geometric strengthening of 
the Hausdorff property. In particular, it implies 
4.13. COROLLARY. G is Hausdorff. 
Thus a finite topological n space is necessarily discrete. 
4.14. COROLLARY. iv, k is an open function for all i, j, k. Consequently, 
the “full” join function v is open. 
Proof. Let x be an i-flat, y a j-flat such that x v y =: z is a k-flat. Let V 
respectively W be nbds. of x respectively y. Trivially V v k W c Vck’ n Wck’ 
which by 4.6 is open. Now Theorem 4.12 implies that if V and W are small 
enough, then even equality holds. 1 
4.15. COROLLARY. The set C of skew pairs is open. 
Proof It is easy to see that xCy iff dim x v y is maximal (i.e., 
=dim x + dim y + 1). Hence for the nbds. V and W guaranteed by 
Theorem 4.12 we have VZ W. 1 
4.16. THEOREM. i v j is continuous. 
ProoJ: We first settle the special case k = i + j + 1. We employ induction 
on i (j arbitrary): i = 0 just means (Cv ). Assume that i-, vf+j is con- 
tinuous for all j. Let x E Gi, y E G, such that x v y =: z E G,+j+ 1, and let Z 
be a nbd. of z. Choose v c x and a point p < x not in v. Since x and y are 
skew, so are v and q v y. Hence by induction hypothesis and by 
Corollary 4.15 there exist nbds. V of v and W of q v y such that 
V v WG Z. By (C v ) and by 4.8 there exist nbds. Q of q and Y of y such 
that Q v Yz W. Again by 4.8 we may assume that no q’ E Q lies on a 
v’ E V. Hence by Corollary 4.9, X:= V v Q is a nbd of x. Now by construc- 
tion Xv YEZ. 
General Case. Let x v y = z, and let Z z Gk be a nbd. of z. By 2.1 there 
exists w  dx such that w  v y = z and w  is skew to y. Therefore by the 
preceding paragraph and by Corollary 4.15 there exist nbds. W of w  and Y 
of y such that W v Yc Z. Now X:= Wcdimx) is an nbd. of x (4.6), and 
XVkYGZ. 1 
For Theorem 4.18, 4.20.a, and [ 10, 4.31 we need: 
4.17. i A ;- 1 is a. open and b. continuous for all i 2 j. 
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FIGURE 1 
Proof: a. Let V resp. W be open subsets of Gi respectively, Gj. Because 
of Theorem 4.12 we may assume that no x’ E V contains a y’ E W. Hence 
x’ A y’ < y’, which implies I/ A i-, W= Y(j-‘)n I@-‘). By 4.6, the latter 
is an open set. 
b. (See Fig. 1.) Let x be an i-flat, y a j-flat such that x A y Q y. By 
semimodularity, z:= x v y is an (i + 1 )-flat. Choose a skew complement c of 
z (Corollary 2.2). Then 1= x v c is a hyperplane, and 2 A y = x A y = U. 
Let U be a nbd. of U. According to (S) and (CA ) there exist nbds. 8 of 1 
and Y of y satisfying x v Y s U. By Theorem 4.16 and Corollary 4.15 there 
exists a nbd. X of x with X v cc y. Now it is easy to see that X and Y are 
nbds. of x respectively ,v satisfying X A jp, Y G U. 8 
4.18. THEOREM. The topology of G is uniquely determined by the 
topoZogy of each “layer” G,, j E (0, l,..., n - I}. 
ProoJ If f: X + Y is a continuous open surjection, then the open sets 
of Y are precisely the images of those in X. Apply this to 
A’= {(x,ybG;l xv YEG~+~), Y=Gj+,, and f=jvi+’ (Theorem4.16, 
Corollary 4.14). Hence Gj determines consecutively the topology of G,, 1, 
G Likewise, G. determines viaS= ‘A ;-, the topology of Gj- I 
~i~~:‘b,,nand consecutively of Gj--2,..., Go. 1 
The proof for Theorem 4.18 also shows: 
4.19. Zf G, is discrete for some je (0, l,..., n - 1 }, then G is discrete. 
Being a topological n-space is in the following ways hereditary. Observe 
that the proofs are not straightforward. For a and b this is so since our 
axioms are not the strongest possible. 
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4.20. Let x be a k-flat, Q a set of points. Then: 
a. G, is topological k-space. 
b. G” is a topological (n - k - 1 )-space. 
c. Zf Q is open and spanning, then G(Q) is a topological n-space. 
Proof. a. The geometric functions 0 v ‘j+l and k-1 A ;i- r in G’:= G, 
are the restrictions of 0 v {+ l (resp. k ~ ’ A iP, ), and therefore by (C v ) 
respectively 4.17b continuous. (s’) can be deduced from Lemma 4.7 and 
Theorem 4.12. 
b. The geometric functions in G’:= G” are the restrictions of 
k+lv fT$Tf (resp. n-1 A 2 z:+ ‘), and therefore by Theorem 4.16 respectively 
(C A ) continuous. (S’) is a consequence of (S). 
c. Since the join function v’ of G’:= G(Q) is the restriction of v, 
(C v ) implies (C v ‘). Since Q is spanning, G’ has dimension n, too. 
Although A ’ is not, in general, the restriction of A, n- ’ A ‘$& r is part of the 
restriction of ’ ~ ’ A iP 1, and hence by (CA ) is continuous. To show (S’), 
let h be a hyperplane and x a j-flat of G’ with h A ’ x Q’ x. Then h is also a 
hyperplane in G, and h A ’ x = h AX. Since Q is open, repeated application 
of Corollary 4.14 yields that GJ- r is a nbd. of h A x in G. Hence by (S) and 
(CA ) there exist G-nbds. V of y and W of h satisfying V A WC Gj- 1. Now 
the intersections of V and W with G’ satisfy (S). 1 
For Corollary 5.2 we need that the point space is locally the product of a 
hyperplane and a line: 
4.21. Let h be a hyperplane, and 1 a line, such that h A 1 =p is a 
point. Then each nbd. of p contains a nbd. U homeomorphic to U, x U,, where 
Uh respectively U, are nbds. of p in h” respectively f. 
Proof: By (S) and (CA ) there exist nbds. V of I and W of h such 
that V A W is contained in this nbd. of p. Choose a point q #p on 1 and a 
coline y c h not containing p. By Corollary 4.10 the sets I/y:= 
(Vnq”‘)\(q v y)“’ and WY:= (Wn y’“-“\{q v y} are open in q(l) (resp. 
Y (n-1)). Hence by Lemma4.3 and 4.1, U:= (p,\ q})n ( @.VW) is a nbd. 
of p. Furthermore, U1 := W,. A 1= ( I$‘.p/j) n i and U,:=V,r\h= 
( pq\{q}) n h” are open in f (resp. i). One verifies that p’ H ((p’ v y) A L’, 
(p’ v q) A h) is a homeomorphism. 1 
For [lo, 4.31 we need 
4.22. Let f: GO + H, be a homeomorphism onto the point space Ho 
of another topological n-space H. Assume that f andf- map the point set of 
each hyperplane onto the point set of some flat. Then f may be extended to 
an isomorphism f. G z H. 
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ProojI For each x E G we have x = h1 A ... A h, for hyperplanes hi, 
since G is geometric. The same reason, the injectivity of f, and our 
assumption imply f(9) =f(R, n . . . n R,) =f(R,) n . . . nf(R,) = j1 n . . . n 
0 
Sr=yY A Y,= i =:z Analogously, for f’ =: g we have g(j) = 
f =:G. It is easy to see that 3 and 2 are isotone and inverses of each 
other. Therefore they are poset-hence lattice-isomorphisms. 
It remains to show that 3 (and 2) is continuous. Let W be an nbd. of 
y =3(x). Choose a basis q, ,..., qk+ 1 for y. The function assigning to k + 1 
independent points the k-flat through them is a composition of 0 v A, 
ov:,..., ovt-1, and therefore by (Cv ) continuous. Together with 
Corollary 4.11 we thus obtain nbds. Vi of qi satisfying 
Y:=V, v ... v v k+, z W. Since g is a homeomorphism, U,:= g( Vi) is a 
nbd. of pi:=g(q,). Since 2 is a lattice isomorphism and because of 
Corollary 4.14, U, v . . . v Uk + 1 =: X is an nbd. of x. Clearly 
fix) E YE W. Analogously for 2. 1 
5. IF LINES CONTAIN 2 3 POINTS 
The following class of topological planes shows that without the above 
assumption all statements (5.1-5.5) of this section are false: 
EXAMPLE. Let X be a non-discrete Hausdorff topological space. Let H 
be the topological line corresponding to X (cf., Sect. 3, Remark 3). Let 
K = (0,~) be a topological O-space, p $ X. Then it is easy to see that 
G := H x K is a topological plane. All its lines except (X, 0) contain only 2 
points (see Fig. 2). 
For the remainder of this section, we are now given a topological n- 
space G with n > 2, each of whose lines contains > 3 points. 
f O*P) 
,‘O) 
,’ I I 1 
’ ,’ 
I’ ’ 
.’ I’ 
FIGURE 2 
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5.1. The point sets of any two lines Ii are locally homeomorphic. 
More precisely: For all pi Q li there exist nbds. Ui in fi which are 
homeomorphic. 
Proof Since each line contains 23 points, it sufties to settle the case 
1, # I,, pi C 1, A 1,. Applying 2.3.b twice yields a hyperplane h containing 
p, v p2 but neither 1, nor 12, and a coline y Q h containing neither p1 nor 
pz. By (S) there exists a nbd. V of h all of whose hyperplanes meet each li 
in a point. By Lemma 4.3 the set U of all points p 4 y on hyperplanes of V 
through y, is open. Define U,:= U n fi. By (Cv ) and (CA ) the map 
U, 3 pi b (pi v y) A 1, E Uz is a homeomorphism. 1 
5.2. COROLLARY. The point space Go is locally homeomorphic to k, 
where 1 is an arbitrary line. 
Proof: 4.21 and 4.20.a ((n - 1) times). Then 4.1. [ 
5.3. COROLLARY. The point sets of any two k-flats are locally 
homeomorphic. 
Proof: 4.20.a, Corollary 5.2, and 5.1. 1 
5.4. THEOREM. The following properties (1 k( 6) of G are equivalent: 
(1) Some x < 1 contains an open subset U# 0 of G,. 
(2) There exists a line 1 with an isolated point. 
(3) There exists an isolated k-flat for some k E {O,..., n - 1). 
(4) For some j-flat x with j < n - 2, G” is discrete. 
(5) The point space G,, is discrete. 
(6) G is discrete. 
Proof (l)*(2): Choose a pointpEU and a line1 with 1 A x=p. 
(2) Q (5): Corollary 5.2. (5) * (6): 4.19. (6) =z. (3): trivial. (3) =P (1): 4.6. 
(1) * (4): trivial. (4) = (1): Choose y > x. Since GX is discrete, there exists 
a nbd. V of y with Vn x(j+ ‘) = {y}. Let q be a point with xv y=y. By 
(C v ) and 4.1 there exists a nbd. U of q with U v x c V. Hence US I’. 
Because ofj<n-2 we have y< 1. # 
5.5. COROLLARY. Each Gj is dense in itself (i.e., each nbd. of a j-flat x 
contains a j-flat y # x) for 0 <j < n - 1, unless G is discrete. 
Proof Theorem 5.4 (3) = (6). 1 
5.6. COROLLARY. Zf G is not discrete, then for each open point set Q: 
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a. S2 is spanning. 
b. If x E G contains a point of a, then x E G(Q). 
c. Ifx~G(l2) andx>O, then G”sG(!S). 
d. If x, y E G(Q) therein have meet x n y # 0, then x n y  = x A y. 
Proof: a. 5.4 (1) s (6). b. If x is a line, this follows from 
Theorem 5.4. (2) =S (6). Because of 4.20.a, G, is a topological j-space in 
which sZ’:= B n i is an open point set. Because of Theorem 5.4. (2) 3 (6) 
we may apply a to 0’. c follows from b, and d from c. 
5.7. COROLLARY. Let P be a non-discrete topological projective n-space, 
and Q an open point set # 0. Then P(Q) is a weakly modular topological n- 
space. 
Proof Corollary 5.6a, 4.2O.q and Corollary 5.6d. 1 
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